The Most Efficient Path for Text and Data Mining
Analyze sought-after content, uncover connections, and make career-defining discoveries

Text and Data Mining Creates Challenges for Researchers...

- Cumbersome, manual processes
- Uncertain content usage rights
- Gaps in coverage
- Wasted computing capacity
- Painful software installation
- Long wait times
- Siloed research teams
- Gaps in communication and collaboration
- Dirty, incomplete data

TDM Studio Streamlines the Text and Data Mining Process

- Content rights cleared for TDM
- Marquee content: current and historical news, dissertations, scholarly journals, and more
- Consistent data structure
- Complete metadata
- Create datasets in hours instead of months
- Ready-to-use, cloud-based software
- Real-time collaboration
- Actionable insights in significantly reduced time

Explore TDM Studio today. Visit www.proquest.com/go/tdm-studio

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com